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There were people living all over Florida for twelve thousand years before Columbus got here.
Before hardware stores and shopping malls, these people managed to get food, make clothing,
and cook their meals. In The Crafts of Florida's First People, Robin Brown asks, How did they do
it? And to answer his question, he actually learns to do things the way they did. Using materials
that you can find in Florida today, you can learn with him how to throw spears and darts, make
pottery, weave cloth, mix paint, build traps, and even how to start a fire without matches—just
the way Florida's first people did it for thousands of years. Each chapter has easy-to-follow, fully
illustrated directions. Even if you dont have the natural supplies available in your area, the book
includes suggestions for alternative materials so you can still learn their crafts. As you work, you
will experience some of the daily life of the ancient peoples of Florida. You will find out not only
how to make a spear, but what its construction tells us about how the first people hunted and
what animals they ate. The last true Florida native died 200 years ago, but you can help keep
their culture alive.

About the AuthorRobin C. Brown grew up in Tampa and received his M.D. degree from Tulane
University. He practiced medicine in Fort Myers for thirty-six years. A lifelong interest in the early
history of Florida led to his first two Pineapple Press books: Florida's Fossils and Florida's First
People. He wrote The Crafts of Florida's First People for children because so many fans asked
him to. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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This book is dedicated to my grandchildren, Claire,Emily, Frances, Elizabeth, Robin, Sarah, and
Margaret, with love
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A NOTE TO PARENTSAND TEACHERSThe story of Florida’s prehistoric people is rapidly
coming to light. Archaeologists working on projects all over the state are putting together the
fascinating tale of the first 12,000 years of human occupation of Florida. Florida people once
hunted elephants with spears. For thousands of years they buried their dead under water. Some
8,000-year-old human skulls actually contain preserved brains.Along with the broad picture,
thousands of details of everyday living are emerging. But almost all this information is published
in academic journals, and very little has been written for school-age children. Yet these young
people are hungry to know how ancient Florida Indians lived and are eager to try the things that
allowed them to survive in prehistoric Florida.This book is written for young people ages ten
years and up. Some of the projects require little adult help, and some, like firing pottery, require a
lot. Cautions are included for projects that employ fire (making fire, firing pottery), might be
injurious (traps and darts), or suggest using poisonous materials (pokeberry juice for paints).
The naturally occurring materials needed for some of the crafts may not be locally available, and
workable substitutes are noted where appropriate.To make the projects more meaningful and
more fun, a bit of Florida archaeology and ancient history is presented alongside the craft
instructions. If the interest of the reader-craftsman is aroused, sources for additional information
are listed at the end.FOR YOUR SAFETYSome of the activities in this book involve sharp
objects, potentially harmful substances, and fire. Follow all necessary safety precautions. All of
the activities in this book should be undertaken with the supervision of a qualified adult. Neither
the author nor the publisher will assume responsibility for accidents or injuries that occur while



engaging in any of the activities outlined in this book.

CONTENTSIntroduction How I learned about Florida IndiansChapter 1 Cord, string, and
ropeChapter 2 WeavingChapter 3 Basket makingChapter 4 TrapsChapter
5 AtlatlsChapter 6 PaintsChapter 7 Making fireChapter 8 Hollowing by
burningChapter 9        Making and firing potsLearning more

INTRODUCTIONHOW I LEARNED ABOUT FLORIDA INDIANSIn May of 1990 I sat at a table
covered with spotless white paper, gazing at a bunch of twisted black string. The room, buried
on the lowest floor of the Florida Museum of Natural History, had no windows. Outside, students
at the University of Florida were throwing Frisbees in the late spring sunshine. But the stuff I was
looking at was too precious to expose to sunlight. The pieces of netting before me were probably
1,000 years old, made by a vanished tribe of Florida Indians known as Calusa. The Calusa were
skilled at fishing, and this brittle net once caught boatloads of mullet.I had come to the museum
at the invitation of Dr. Bill Marquardt who was studying the Calusa Indians, ancient people who
once lived along Florida’s lower Gulf coast. Bill knew that a book about the first people to live in
Florida was needed and he had asked me to write it. He helped me every step of the way and
four years later Florida’s First People was published. I am very grateful to Bill.While at the
museum I took close-up pictures of the net and read about its history. I learned that it had been
made of palm leaves. But a lot of questions remained, questions that I had been asking since I
began my book. How hard was it to make a net? How long did it take? How strong was it? No
one seemed to know.The same sort of questions cropped up again and again as I tried to tell
about the things Florida Indians had to be able to make in order to survive. What did their cloth
feel like? Can you really bake clay pots in an open fire? And how do you start the fire in the first
place?There were people living in Florida for 12,000 years before Columbus got here. These
people lived all over the state, and there were at least 100,000 of them—maybe a lot more—
here in 1492. During those 12,000 years, the first Indians learned a lot about what it takes to live
in Florida. But these first Florida people are gone now. The last true Florida Indian died 200
years ago. The Seminole Indians who live in Florida today came to Florida from Georgia and
Alabama because of huge changes brought about by people from Europe settling in the New
World.Since none of the first Florida people are left to answer my questions, I decided to see if I
could make some of the things they used. I would learn how strong their cord was by making it
(and breaking it, too), how many clay pots cracked in the fire, and just how hard it was to make
fire without matches. Some things turned out to be easier than I thought they would be and some
were harder. But always the crafts were fun to do, and it was neat to know how Florida’s first
people—people just like you and me—made the things they used during the first 12,000 years of
Florida human history. 

Today the museums are collecting objects, but tomorrowit will be technology. It will then be



necessary to take anew approach, for you can’t save practical knowledge byputting it in a
museum storeroom. You must pass it on.The day will come.—Thomas Johansen, Founder of the
Institutefor Prehistoric Technology in Sweden   

1. CORD, STRING, AND ROPEFlorida’s first people had no nails, no screws, no sticky tape, and
no good glue, so they used string and rope to hold things together. They truly tied their world
together. Fiber is the stuff that you need to make thread, string, cord, and rope, and you need a
lot of it.Archaeologists study people of long ago by looking carefully at the things these people
left behind. Archaeologists know for sure that early Florida Indians used the leaves of the sabal
or cabbage palm for thread, cord, and rope because they have found ancient ropes, nets, and
cloth, all made of palm fiber. The two best finds of these materials are Windover, near the
Kennedy Space Center, and Marco Island on the Gulf of Mexico, near Naples.
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Bernard E. Bradley, “Informative look at early Florida indians and the crafts and weapons they
made and used. A very good book for anyone interested in how the early people lived here in
Florida.Detailed instructions on basket weaving, and other skills needed to survive in a
wilderness situation. Information for someone that might get lost in the woods and skills on how
to survive. Just for fun, try some of the instructions on how to make some of the items they
made. Some could be a fun, family project.”

Melanie Lane, “Very Educational. The crafts are wide ranging and the book is very educational.
We are practicing the crafts at home as a compliment to Florida's First People, later we plan to
take the book camping and try setting snares and starting fires like the Native Americans did.”

Kate's Careful Reviews Ebook Library Reader, “Kate's careful reviews. A little gem, which would
suit all agesSimplicity and clarity with illustrations.only 63 pages but clear and concisewith some
nice references.  Well done, Robin Brown.”

Mr. De Marchi, “A great choice for anyone interested in nature based. Simple and informative. A
great choice for anyone interested in nature based crafts”

L. B. Taylor, “Nice Starting Point. I live in an awesome state but often take things for granted. As
an amateur gardener I appreciate the many plants that grow here. Whereas visitors often see
the sunshine and warm weather, they don't live here 24/7. We have extreme heat, suffocating
humidity and a plethora of insects that make Florida their home. We also have enough cold
temperatures so that tropical plant life survives year-round in only a portion of the state. So it
was so nice to read a book of simplistic crafts that Florida's natives made centuries ago from
plants that have survived for a long time.I found some new uses for Spanish moss, Sabal Palms
and Cypress bark. I was startled to learn you could make paint colors from shells and clay that I
have found in my yard.Be aware that this book is a starter point to give you ideas. There are
some colored photos but many of the pictures are in muted shades of brown. The details for
each 'craft' are good but you will probably need additional resources before you try something. I
think the most people who will benefit from this look at Florida's early history will be teachers,
parents of home-schooled children and camp counselors.”

Robin C. Brown, “Fantastic book!. Here's a "must have" book! Anyone who has kids who what to
know how Native Americans did things will love it. Great materials lists, clear instructions. This
book will add years to the life of Scout leaders, teachers or anyone who has to entertain kids.
There's plenty of interesting stuff for adults, too.  Nice going, Dr. Brown!”

The book by Robin C. Brown has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 11 people have provided feedback.
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